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THE JouRNAL OF SymOLIC LoGic 
Volume 39. Number 2, June 1974 
ON PROJECTIVE ORDINALS' 
ALEXANDER S. KECHRIS 
We study in this paper the projective ordinals 81, where 81 = sup{e: e is the 
length of a Al prewellordering ofthe continuum}. These ordinals were introduced 
by Moschovakis in [8] to serve as a measure of the "definable length" of the 
continuum. We prove first in ?2 that projective determinacy implies 81 < 81 
for all even n > 0 (the same result for odd n is due to Moschovakis). Next, in the 
context of full determinacy, we partly generalize (in ?3) the classical fact that Sf1 
Ml and the result of Martin that 81 = EO + 1 by proving that 81n+ 1 = A++ 1, where 
A2n+1 is a cardinal of cofinality w. Finally we discuss in ?4 the connection between 
the projective ordinals and Solovay's uniform indiscernibles. We prove among 
other things that Va (a# exists) implies that every 81 with n >: 3 is a fixed point of 
the increasing enumeration of the uniform indiscernibles. 
?1. Preliminaries. 
1A. Let w = {0, 1, 2,.. .} be the set of natural numbers and ? = _ cw the set 
of all functions from co into co or (for simplicity) reals. Letters i, j, k, 1, m, . . . will 
denote elements of co and a, A, y, 8, ... elements of R. We study subsets of the 
product spaces 
-T = X1 X ... X Xk, 
where Xi is c or Rq. We call such subsets pointsets. Sometimes we think of them as 
relations and write interchangeably 
x e A -co A(x). 
A pointclass is a class of pointsets, usually in all the product spaces. Most of the 
time we shall be working here with the analytical pointclasses El, fl1, Al and their 
corresponding projective pointclasses El, X,,, Al. We use F.'(a), H '(a), Al(a) for 
the relativized (to any a e R) analytical pointclasses. 
Various determinacy hypotheses occur frequently as assumptions in the state- 
ments of theorems in this paper. Nevertheless we never make direct use of them. 
We simply draw conclusions from some of their known consequences. The reader 
can consult [10], [8] or the recent survey article [2] for the basic facts concerning 
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270 ALEXANDER S. KECHRIS 
games, determinacy, etc. In general we write Determinacy(r), where r is a point- 
class, to indicate that every set of reals in r is determined. Furthermore we put 
Projective Determinacy(PD) v every projective set of reals is determined, 
Full Determinacy(AD) v every set of reals is determined. 
lB. A prewellordering on a set X is a relation < c X x X which satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(a) x < x, Vx e X; 
(b) x < y & y < z = x < z; 
(c) x<yory<x; 
(d) if Yr X then there exists y e Y such that for all y' E Y, y < y'. 
Let A be a set. A norm on A is a map a: A -* A from A onto an ordinal A, the 
length of a. With each such norm we associate the prewellordering Ha on A 
defined by 
x <?y-a(x) :? a(y). 
Conversely, each prewellordering :< on a set A gives rise to a unique norm 
a: A -* A such that <- = <; we call A the length of the prewellordering %<. 
If P is a pointclass and a a norm on a pointset A, we say that a is a P-norm if 
there exist relations or, <? in r, r = {K - B: B c A, B E r} respectively, so 
that 
ye A = Vx{[x E A & a(x) < a(y)] x : y .x ? y}. 
We write Prewellordering(r) if every set in r admits a r-norm. The prewell- 
ordering property was formulated (in a more complicated form, equivalent to the 
above for most interesting F) by Moschovakis; see [8] for details. Martin [6] and 
(independently) Moschovakis [1] proved that 
Determinacy(A1n) => Prewellordering(Ifl,+1) & Prewellordering (n+? 2) 
(thus also Prewellordering(f7+11) & Prewellordering(2E:2%2)). 
A scale on a pointset A is a sequence {al}~z0 of norms on A with the following 
limit property: 
If XI E A, for all i, if lim. xi = x and if, for each n and all large enough 
i, an(x) = -A, then x e A and, for each n, a,,(x) < <. 
(Following Solovay, we call the condition " a,(x) ? An," the semicontinuity property 
of scales.) 
If r is a pointclass and {a}new<] is a scale on A we say that {an}n,, is a P-scale if 
there exist relations Sri Se in r, r respectively so that 
y e A * Vx{[x e A & an(x) < an(y)] - Sr(n, x, y) Sp(n, x, y)}. 
We write Scale(P) if every set in r admits a P-scale. The notion of a scale was 
formulated by Moschovakis in [9], where the scale property is called property Y. 
One of the basic results of [9] is that 
Determinacy(Alj) > Scale(HII,,+ 1) & Scale(X2n + 2) 
(similarly for the boldface classes). 
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ON PROJECTIVE ORDINALS 271 
Finally if {an}nec,) is a scale on a pointset A we call fanjnr., a A-scale, where A is an 
ordinal, if every a,, has length < A (or equivalently if each an, maps A onto A). 
REMARK. It happens very often in practice that one defines a sequence {an}nec 
of maps from a pointset A into the ordinals, that has all the properties of a scale 
except possibly that some an is not a norm, i.e., it is not onto an ordinal. Then one 
can associate to {an}n-ew, a unique scale {Fn}n,, so that <an = <on, where <?n is the 
prewellordering 
x <n y an(x) < an(Y)- 
It is convenient o abuse language here and refer to {ann,,ec itself as a scale, although 
what we have in mind is {'n}necw 
1C. We will have to deal very often in this paper with weilfounded relations 
and trees. If X is a set, a wellfounded relation on X is a relation < c X x X such 
that for no sequence x0, xl, . . . of elements of X we have < x2 -< x1 -< xO. 
The set 
Field(-<) = {x: 3y(x -< y) or 3y(y -< x)} 
is called the field of <. For x e Field(-<), we define the length of x by the -<- 
induction 
XI.< = sup{IyI< + l: y < x}, 
where we assume sup(0) = 0. The length of < itself is given by 
1 < 1 = sup{IxI.< + 1: x E Field(-<)}. 
Notice here the following minimality property of the function IxI.<: If 
f: Field(-<) -- ordinals and x -< y => f(x) < f(y) 
then for every x E Field(-<) we have IxI.< ? f(x). 
Now let X be a set. A tree on X is a set T of finite sequences from X closed under 
subsequences, i.e., 
(x,. . ., xn) E T & k :5 n => (X1, . .., xk) E T. 
The empty sequence ( ) is always a member of a nonempty tree. A branch of T is a 
sequence f E OX such that, for every n, 
f r n = (f(O), . . ., f(n-1)) e T. 
We denote the set of branches of T by [T], following Mansfield. A tree T is well- 
founded if it has no branches (i.e., [T] = 0) or equivalently if < rn T x T is well- 
founded, where < is the usual (proper) extension relation between finite sequences 
(xli,--, Xn) -< (yi, . .., y.) ,- n > m & xi = yi for i < m. 
Thus if T is a wellfounded tree we can put, for each u E T, 
IUIT = SUP{IVIT + 1: V e T, v < u} = SUP{IU'(X)IT + 1 : u(x) e T} 
(where uzv denotes concatenation) and we can define the length of T by IT = I( )ITV 
Finally for u E T, let T, = {v: uzv E T}. Then IUIT = I TI . 
We will be usually working with trees of pairs of integers and ordinals, i.e., trees 
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272 ALEXANDER S. KECHRIS 
on sets X= c x A, where A is an ordinal. They contain elements of the form 
((ko 60),. . . (kne, 6)), where ki e co and 6i < A, for all i. A branch of such a tree 
is a sequence g e O(w x A), but for convenience it will be represented by the unique 
pair (af) e 4oo x WA, such that g(n) = (a(n),f(n)), for all n. For each a e 9 the 
tree T(a) on A is defined by 
T(a) = {(for.. 6 n) :((a_(0), 60) . (a(n), 6n)) e T}. 
Notice that 
(for.) . . 6 fn) e T(a) & &-(n Jr 1) = ,B(n + 1) -> (fr .... e in T(g). 
From this it follows immediately that the sets 
.~o .. on)= {a: (fe ... s 6n) c T(a)} 
are all clopen. 
I D. We work in this paper entirely in Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with 
dependent choices (ZF + DC) where 
(DC) Vu e x3v(u, v) e r = 3fVn(f(n),f(n + 1)) e r. 
We state all other hypotheses explicitly. 
?2. Relations between projective ordinals. 
2A. The projective ordinals S'j are defined by 
6' = sup{{: e is the length of a Al prewellordering of e}. 
They have been introduced by Moschovakis in [8] and several results about them 
were proved there. 
It is clear that 81 = 81 < 6l < < 6' < 61+1 <*- ? , but is it possible that, 
for some n > 0 81 = 8 19? Moschovakis proved in [8] that 
Determinacy(Aln) =' 821n+ < 621n+2- 
This is a consequence of the following basic fact. 
THEOREM (2A-1) (MOSCHOVAKIS [8]). Assume Determinacy(Aln). Let a be a 
fl2n + -norm on a complete nln+, set. Then the length of a is precisely S'2n+l. 
(A 2n + 1 set A is complete if for any B E II2n + 1 there is a continuous f so that 
x E B -f(x) e A.) 
Nevertheless the problem of the relationship between 82n and 82n+ 1 (for n > 0) 
was left open. We prove below that, for n > 0, k,2n < 62n+, (assuming PD). 
2B. The observation that lies behind the proof of this fact is that one can work 
much better with wellfounded relations than directly with prewellorderings. We 
therefore find it convenient o introduce here another kind of projective ordinals. 
Let 
-n = sup{{: 6 is the length of a El: wellfounded relation on reals}. 
The following can be proved using a simple variation of the proof of Lemma 10 in 
[8]. 
THEORFM (2B-1) (MosCHovAKIs). For any n, Determinacy(A,&l) = 4n+, = 
81 
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Using (2B-1) we now show 
THEOREM (2B-2). Assume n > 1. Then Determinacy(An) => 8,, < 8k2+1- 
PROOF. Since 82n < 2n and + = ,n+l it is enough to prove that 4n < 
at2n+l. The idea is to "put together" all Z21 wellfounded relations to create a 
longer Zn+1 wellfounded relation. This can be done as follows: 
Let S c Q3 be a ,2n set which is universal for En subsets of R2. This means 
that every El,, subset of R2, A, has the form 
A = Sa =((3, y): (a, py) e S}, 
for some real a, a code of A. Let W = {a: Sa is wellfounded} be the set of codes of 
2n wellfounded relations. Then our "big" wellfounded relation is on 2 and is 
given by 
(CC, (Y, ) = y e W & (8, 8) E Sa. 
It is trivial to verify that < is wellfounded and it is not harder to observe that, if 
R = Sa. is wellfounded, then R is isomorphic to the restriction of < to pairs of 
the form (ao, P). Thus I RI ? I -<I and therefore asln <- I <
The proof will be complete once we show that -< E EL I,. But this is immediate 
since 
a E We- 4-33gVn[(8)n+l, (in)C) e So]. [ 
REMARK 1. Let -a' = sup{C: t is the length of a IIW wellfounded relation on 
reals}. Then we have 
PROPOSITION. For each ni l1 = - + 1. 
PROOF. It is enough to show > a,', + 1. Let < be a Elj + 1 wellfounded relation. 
We shall define for each real a a wellfounded tree Ta on 3 such that Ta e II' and 
a -< P3 = ITal < ITCH1. This implies that for any a E Field(-<) we have IaIs< ? Tal 
and since any H' tree has length %<-a we get I <1 ' sup{lTaI + 1: a E. } < 7s. 
Thus a +1 < 7tn4- 
To define Ta let a >- P - 3y((a, p, y) E P), where P E Ill. Applying the " unfold- 
ing trick" put for each a, 
Ta = {((a, o,0 YO), (B31, P1r, l * * (k- 1, Pk, Yk)) 
(a, PO, YO) E P & (PO, ,1, Yl) E P &... & (Pk-1, Pk,yJ )e P}. 
Clearly Ta e 1la and Ta is wellfounded. If a < p3, pick a yo such that (p3, a, yo) E P. 
Then (in the notation of IC) Ta = (T)((abyo)) which implies I TaI < IT06. E 
Notice also that the proof of (2B-2) establishes (in ZF + DC only) that a' < 
a+ 1 (n > 0). 
REMARK 2. Kunen and Martin have independently shown that 
Determinacy(Aln,) = gn+ = 81n + 2 (see [7]). 
Thus assuming projective determinacy we have the following picture: 
(81 =) 71 - 8 - = 1 = < = < < = =* 
?3. Projective ordinals in the completely playful universe. 
3A. Assuming the (full) Axiom of Determinacy (AD) Moschovakis has shown 
in [8] that every 81 is a cardinal. It is classically known that 81 = S, and Martin 
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proved in 1968 that AD > 81 = 92 (see [7]). For some time it seemed likely that, 
with AD, 81. = k, would hold for every n 2 1. Thus it came as a surprise when 
Martin proved in 1970 that AD => = X.,+1 (see [7]). Our main result in this 
section partly generalizes the classical result 81 = X1 and Martin's theorem. We 
prove 
AD -> 8'n + = (A2n+1)+, where A2n + l is a cardinal of cofinality co. 
(Here A+ = least cardinal bigger than A.) This gives also lower bounds for the 81's. 
3B. Before we proceed to prove this fact we have to set up some of the mach- 
inery concerning K-Souslin and K-Borel pointsets. (Further details can be found in 
[7] or [4]). It was Martin who first applied in a nontrivial way these methods to the 
study of the projective sets beyond the second level of the hierarchy. In fact our 
proof below parallels the arguments Martin used to prove 6i3= c+ 1 but in 
addition uses the basic theorem of Moschovakis on the existence of scales on 
projective sets. 
DEFINITION (3B-1). A pointset A c X is called K-Souslin, where K is a cardinal, 
if it can be written as 
A = U n Aftn, 
feWc? neco 
where for each sequence (fo,..., i,,) from K, A(40,.4.) is a clopen pointset. We 
denote by A,, the pointclass of K-Souslin pointsets. 
It is easy to see that a set A c 9? is K-Souslin if and only if there exists a tree T 
on c X K so that a e A - T(a) is not wellfounded (=.3f((a,f) e [T])). Similarly 
for subsets of the product spaces. 
DEFINITION (3B-2). A pointset A c X is called K-Borel, where K is a cardinal, 
if it belongs to the smallest pointclass which contains all open pointsets and is 
closed under complements and unions of length < K. This pointclass is denoted by 
RX - 
It is a standard fact that 40 = El, and the classical Souslin theorem asserts that 
( ) A = Al. This last result has been generalized to all odd levels usingAD. 
Martin proved first that AD => .3 = A1 (see [7]) and also 
THEOREM (3B-3) (MARTIN [7]). For any n, 
AD => + C: A t1- 
Then Moschovakis [9] showed the other inclusion of (3B-3), i.e., 
AD =>A 1 cln2l ,2 
(In fact he needs only PD here.) 
We shall see later how s,, = El generalizes. 
The next fact connects the notions of K-Souslin and K-Borel. It was proved by 
Sierpin'ski for K = w (see [5, p. 32]), but his proof works as well for any K. 
THEOREM (3B-4) (SIERPI1ISKI). If A c X is K-Souslin, where K is a cardinal, then 
A is the intersection of K+ sets in Ski+. Thus A E ARK+ +. 
PROOF. Assume for simplicity A c: R and let T be a tree on co x K such that 
a E A -. T(a) is not wellfounded. For each 0 ? e < K+ and any finite sequence u 
from K put 
= {a IT(a)uI < e}, 
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where, for a tree J, IJI < e abbreviates both that J is wellfounded and that IJI < e. 
We agree that JuJ = -1 if u 0 J and -1 < t for any ordinal e. It is now easy to 
check that for length(u) = n we have 
AO = {a: ((a(O), uO),..., (a(n - 1), uAn.)) J}, 
At+ 1 = AX u n Az^(,,), 
AA = U A4, if A-=U A > ?. 
"<A 
Thus Al h y+ for any 6 and u. But A = nfl<,+ (? - A)), which completes the 
proof. E 
One can do much better if cofinality(K) > w. 
THEOREM (3B-5) (MARnN [7]). If A a ' is K-Souslin, where K is a cardinal 
and cofinality(K) > w, then A E 9,x+. 
PROOF. Assume again A c R is K-Souslin and let T be a tree on W x K such 
that a E A . T(a) is not wellfounded. Since cofinality(K) > to we have 
a e A 3 3 < K(Tg(a) is not wellfounded), 
where TX is the restriction of T to ordinals < e. Apply now (3B4). E 
The hypothesis "cofinality(K) > w" in the statement of (3B-5) is necessary as 
the example K =cW shows. Nevertheless if both A and X - A are K-Souslin we have 
again that A e Q,,+ (without restrictions on cofinality(K)); see [7]. 
And we conclude this preliminary discussion with the following basic fact. 
THEOREM (3B-6) (FOLCLORE-TYPE RESULT). Assume A c 8 is a pointset which 
admits a A-scale. Then A is IAI-Souslin, where IAt = cardinality of A. 
PROOF. Put 
T = {((a(O), ao(a)),.. (a(n), a,(am))): a e A}, 
where {sa}j,,cv is a A-scale on A. We check that a E A - T(a) is not wellfounded. 
If a e A, then 55(a) = (ao(a), a1(a), . . ., an(a), . . .) is a branch of T(a). Conversely, 
if (e%, j, . *, en,...) is a branch of T(a), there exist reals a0,1,a1, a2 ... a Ccne ... 
all in A, such that, for every n, 
((an(O), ao(aA)), . X . (a.(n), an(ccn))) = ((a(OM, eo), * * *, (ex(n), en)). 
Then an cac and am(acn) = em for all n ? m. So a e A. 
Now T is a tree on w x A and it can be easily replaced by an isomorphic one on 
co x JA, without changing its integer part. Thus A e .A9. M 
We are now ready to prove 
THEOREM (3B-7). For any n, AD .> 81n , 1 = (A2n + 1) +, where A2, + 1 is a cardinal 
of cofinality w. 
PROOF. Let S c a be a set which is Z2n+1 but not HIn + I Saya ec- S co 3Q(a, 0), 
where Q 6 fn. Let {am)}mecv be a IU, + 1-scale on Q. Since Q e 21n, the prewell- 
orderings <5m are actually A',,+,; thus 
length(?^m) < 821n + 1, for all m. 
It is easy to see that cofinality(82n + 1) > to, so that {am}me, is a A-scale for some 
A < 812n + Put A2n+1 = Al. We proceed to show that 
()t2.+=)+ 8+ 1 and cofinality(A2n +l) = 
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Since Q admits a A-scale it is A2n,+1-Souslin by (3B-6) and thus, as a simple argu- 
ment shows, S is A2n,+ 1-Souslin. Then, by (3B-4), S E (\2%+ 1) + +* If (A2, + 1) + was 
less than 81n+ 1 (A2,,n 1) + + would be at most 8ln+ 1 (recall that each 8k is a cardinal), 
therefore S e d C Al n+1 (by (3B-3)), which is a contradiction. Thus (A2n + 1) + = 
62nsl1 
If cofinality(A2n + l) > co, then (by (3B-5)) 
S C (2n + 1)= + 6in+ 1 -2n+?1- 
again a contradiction. Thus cofinality(A2n + 1) = cv. E 
COROLLARY (3B-8). For any n, 
AD =::- +1 2 X onl 82n+2 2 ncon?+2 
REMARK 1. One can easily check by examining the proof of (3B-7) that 
A2n +1 = smallest cardinal A such that Zln+1 C $l . If we put A2n = 62n-I (n > 1), 
then as Martin already observed, in [7], AD >n = E (n > 1), which generalizes 
the fact that El = Yt9,. In fact An is the least such cardinal. Solovay (unpublished) 
proved that 
AD &-Y =Y for A,K<AK< +1 
and this gives a complete description of the growth of the pointclasses Y,, for 
K < 81 = Sup, 81, under AD. How the classes R., grow remains open. 
REMARK 2.2 It may be interesting at this point (although irrelevant o the 
problem of the 81's) to see to what extent there is a converse to Theorem (3B-6). 
In other words we would like to see for what cardinals K we have 
A is K-Souslin > A admits a K-scale. 
We prove first that this is true if cofinality(K) > co. 
PROPOsITION. Let Kbe a cardinal and assume cofinality(K) > co. Then, for any 
A c XI, A is K-Souslin =. A admits a K-scale. 
PROOF. Let T be a tree on co x K and assume a e A - T(a) is not wellfounded. 
The first attempt for defining a scale on A is to put, for a e A, 
c4(a) = <hT(a)(O)i,.* hT(a)(n)>, 
where for any nonwellfounded tree J on an ordinal A we denote.by h, its leftmost 
branch, defined as follows by induction: 
hj,(O) = least 6 such that J(,) is not wellfounded, 
h/(n + 1) = least e such that JhjL r(n + l)-(,) is not wellfounded. 
We use <1, . ,n>, where ej < K, to denote the ordinal of the n-tuple (l, . . en) 
in the lexicographical wellordering of nK. One can easily check now that {a}}new 
is a scale. (Recall here the remark in lB.) In fact it is a K'0-scale (Ky0 denotes ordinal 
exponentiation), but not necessarily a K-scale. 
2 The results in this remark (which extends to the end of 3B) will not be used in the rest of 
the paper. 
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To avoid this problem we use the hypothesis cofinality(K) > W to write a E A - 
32 < K(T(ca) is not wellfounded), where of course TX is the restriction of T to or- 
dinals < {. Then we put, for c- E A, 
o.l~a) = least t such that TV(ca) is not wellfounded, 
an(cX) = <a_ l(cz), hO -i(a)(0),..., h - (a)(n)>, 
where we abbreviate hc = the leftmost branch of T4(a). One can now easily check 
that {an}nc is indeed a K-scale. E 
What if cofinality(K) = co? Contrary to the previous fact we prove that there 
exist co-Souslin (i.e., El) sets which do- not admit c-scales. This follows trivially 
from the next result which gives also a new characterization of the Borel sets. 
PROPOSITION. For any A c a, A admits an c-scale - A is All. 
PROOF. If A a R is Al, then for some B E 1I1 (i.e., B closed) we have 
a E A -&, 3fB(a, f) - 3! fB(c, O). 
Put, for a E A, an(a) = f(n), where B(x, O). It is easy to check that {an}j", is an 
co-scale on A. 
Conversely suppose that A admits an co-scale {anjc, Let T be the tree on w x co 
coming from this scale as in (3B-6). Then a E A -, 3((a, fi) E [T]). Put 
Q(cz, @) & (a, @) e [T] & Vy < * ((x , y) e [T] = y = 
where y <* fB Vn(y(n) < g(n)). Then 
ac- A =. _P 3Q(oa, ,g) 3 ! g Q(oa, g). 
Because if a E A, take go = &(a) = (ao(a), al(a),. . .). Then Q(a, go) by the semi- 
continuity property of scales and the proof of (3B-6). If also Q(a, g) holds, we have 
o0 <* g so that go = P. 
The proof will be complete if we can show that Q is arithmetical in T. But for 
(an) e [T] we have 
-1Vy <* fl((a, y) e [T] : y = g) cy <* ,6((a, y) e [T] & y # ) 
(3s)(s E T(cz) & s precedes f(lh(s)) lexicographically 
& {t: t E T(a) & t extends s & Vi < lh(t)((t)j ? fl(i))} is infinite). 
The last equivalence follows from the Brouwer-Konig infinity lemma (see [12, 
p. 187]) and proves what we want. El 
It would seem now probable that the converse of (3B-6) fails for cofinality(K) = 
cw. Nevertheless Busch, Martin and Solovay (unpublished) proved that if K > Ca) 
and if cofinality(K) = co then again A is K-Souslin -> A admits a K-scale. Moreover 
Busch (unpublished) proved that every El, set admits an (a + 1)-scale. 
To summarize: 
For K > W, A is K-Souslin iff A admits a K-scale. 
For K = w, A is w-Souslin iff A E El iff A has an (I + 1)-scale. Also A has an 
co-scale if A E Al. 
3C. We close this section with a few comments on the problem of computing 
the 81's, assuming AD. It has been already proved by Kunen and Martin (inde- 
pendently) that 
AD > 82n + 2 = (821n+1)+ (see [7]). 
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(Thus 81 = (A,)+, for any n ? 1.) Therefore we know AD 6 = 
K" 
+2 and we 
will know all 81's, once we know the ones with odd n 2 5. From the results already 
mentioned one is tempted to conjecture that AD => 81 = Kw-n+l- Kunen 
(unpublished) disproved this by showing that AD -> 8 > X* a+1 This result and 
(3B-7) improve the lower bounds of (3B-8). Nevertheless the problem of the exact 
computation of Si for n > 5 seems very difficult and remains till unsolved, although 
Kunen has made important progress. 
?4. Projective ordinals and uniform indiscernibles. 
4A. The aim of this last section is to establish connections between the projec- 
tive ordinals and Solovay's uniform indiscernibles. Inevitably we will have to use 
several facts from Silver's elaborate theory of indiscernibles for the models L[c], 
for cz E A. We will also need the results of Solovay on "sharps" and uniform 
indiscernibles. We try to summarize what we need in 4B below. One can find details 
in [11], [13] and [7]. 
4B. Consider the theory 
ZF+ V=L[e]+ eteR. 
abbreviated ZFL(d), in a language which besides e contains a constant ac. Let 
V1, V2,F V3, .. . be the variables of this language. It is well known that in ZFL(a) one 
can define a formula x(d, Vl, v2) abbreviated v1 <e v2, which gives a wellordering 
of the universe, so that if e, X are ordinals it can be proved that { <at q < 
(o e 71). For any formula p(v, v1,..., vJ) we define the term 
t0(v1, . . ., vn) = < - least v such that p(v, v1, . . ., v), if such exists, 
- 0, otherwise. 
Let 21 = <A, E, a> be a (not necessarily wellfounded) model of ZFL(d). An 
infinite subset I c A is called a set of indiscernibles for 2l if for any formula 
(vl, * * *1, n) and any xi, . x.. , y, Y . n in I we have 
X: <a X2 <a ** <a' Xn & Y1 <ha Y2 <%a ... <a Yn 
=> 92Fr(Xi, * * * , X.) -='(Y1i, - - * Yn)- 
(Superscript 21 means as usual interpretation.) A set I of indiscernibles generates 
2t, if 21 is the smallest elementary submodel of itself containing I. This is equivalent 
to saying that every element of A can be written in the form t'(x1,..., x,), where 
x1, .. * *,Xn e I and xl <a X2 <4 .. *' *aXn. 
The character of I in 21, 0(2t, I), is the set 
{p(v1, v.): for some x1, . . ., xn e 1, with 
xl <a x2 <t ... <S xn, we have e(xl, . . ., Xn)}. 
A character is a character of some I in some Zt. It is a well-known result of the 
Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski theory that for each character 1D and each infinite ordinal 
e there exists a unique (up to isomorphism) model r(PD, e) of ZFL(d), which is 
generated by a set of indiscernibles of order type e (under < 
Silver proved that if a Ramsey cardinal exists then for each -a e R there exists a 
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character cD,, which has the following properties (where Ord(v) abbreviates "v is 
an ordinal"): 
(a) "Ord(vj)" E c
(b) "t0(v1,. . ., vn) <aV vn+1" E IDa, all p. 
(c) O0rd(t<,(vj, . . ., Vn, Vn+l, . . i Vn+k)) & tw(Vi, * . Vn, Vn+l, ** Vn+k) < Vn+1 
=t0(v1,, I v. , Vn+1 .+ . ., Vn,+k) = t0(V, .I Vn, Vn, k k *, Vn+2k)" (ax 
all p. 
(d) a(n) = m i"d(n) = mi" E Da, where n is the nthi numeral. 
(e) For all I, PQ((Dc, 6) is wellfounded. 
A character satisfying (a)-(e) is called remarkable (for a). If FiD is remarkable, then 
(by (e)), for each limit ordinal A, r(ID., A) is isomorphic to a unique L.-[a] and 
there exists a unique subset IxA s A* which is a generating set of indiscernibles for 
L,,[a.] and has character (FD. Silver proved 
(1) I~a is cofinal in A*, 
(2) I~a is an initial segment of Ill if A < FL and A* = Ath element of I, 
(3) LAx[a] is an elementary submodel of L,,-[a], if A < Fs, 
(4) Ka = K, if K is a cardinal, 
(5) if IA = UA Ia, then I' is a closed unbounded class of ordinals which contains 
all cardinals and generates L[a]. Call Ia the class of Silver indiscernibles for L[a]. 
From (3) and (5) it follows that 
(a = {cp(V1. , Vn)): LNj[a] k c(X1 . Xn)} 
so that a remarkable character for a is unique. It is customary after Solovay to 
write a# for the real coding D,, (i.e., a# : w -- 2 and a#(n) = 0 O n is the Godel 
number of a formula in 4(Da). 
It is important to state here that all the results about indiscernibles for L[a] can 
be deduced only from the assumption that the remarkable character for a exists, 
usually abbreviated "'a exists." In particular, if a# exists, the theory of indiscern- 
ibles for L[a] can be done in L[a#] (e.g., the class Pa is definable in L[a#]). 
Solovay proved that 8 = a# is a IH2 relation. Thus if Va3f(f = a#), i.e., if 
Va(a# exists), then a c-* a# is a A function from A into 9 which can be easily seen 
to have a recursive inverse on its range, i.e., for some recursivef: e .> we have 
f(a#) = a. 
Assuming Va(a# exists), Solovay defined the class of uniform indiscernibles by 
91 = Qna P. Then clearly 96 is a closed unbounded class of ordinals containing all 
the cardinals. Let 91 = {u1, u2, . . Z, . .. .} in increasing order. Then u1 = X1 = V1- 
We prove in the rest of this section that all the 61's are uniform indiscernibles and 
we study their position in the above enumeration. 
4C. We begin with a result on subsets of X, constructible from a real. It 
provides a converse to the first theorem of [3] but gives also immediately that 
12 >- U2 (which can be proved also directly; see Martin [7]). 
Let, for each a E .P, 
= {(m, n): a(<m, n>) = 0}, 
<a = {(m, n): m # n & m <?a n}. 
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Put WO = {a: <a is a wellordering). For a E WO, let jal = length of <?. The set 
WO and the map a I aI provide a natural coding system for ordinals < HI. If 
A c X1, we define the code set of A by 
Code(A) = {a E WO: Hal E A}. 
A set A c 9, is called r in the codes (where r is a pointclass) if Code(A) E r. It 
was proved in [3] that Code(A) E El(a) > A E L[a]. Thus if L = Uae L[a], then 
Code(A) El =: A E L. 
We prove here a converse assuming Va(a# exists). 
THEOREM (4C-1). Assume Va(a# exists). Then, for any A C Ml, A E L = A is 
la' in the codes. 
PROOF. Let A ' RI and A e L (without loss of generality since the proof is 
"uniform"). Then 
A c Lm +)L C Liu X 
where, for any transitive model X4 of ZF and any A E X4, (Ak) - least cardinal 
of f bigger than A and I = -11? = {tlo, tl ...., lt, . .} is the increasing enumeration 
of the Silver indiscernibles for L. Thus 
A = tap0 .i * * ik, 11 Ml+ml *... *I+mi), 
where '7i < < 92<Ml *- < & m < - - < < * +m,. Find an a such that h1...k 
are definable in L[a] and l +m.1. ..., l+ M are definable in L[a] from X1. Then 
A = tL('1](Xl), for some X. 
Let { < X1. Then e = tc(e]l( ...., Ien X2, ... , , where el ... *n E eI and 
1 < *< n < e. From this we get 
5eEi A tLE4(el, . ,Snl M2l l . , r) E tLlcd(XH) 
-: tj[](l . . ., n, *2 . f) E t~]t) for any I' e Ia, I' > I, V/ X 
tL[:- ) E_ ttla](e ) 
LA; [a] F e E tj(e'), for any limit A > I'. 
Thus taking A = e + co we have 
- eA 3t '(e' e P & e < e' < (t + )?)* & L(g + )] tz (e)) 
And going to the codes 8 e Code(A) 8 E WO & 323y[<w, <8e 0> is a well- 
founded model of ZFL(d) and y is (the characteristic function of) a generating set of 
indiscernibles for this model with character a# and order type 18j + c and for 
some m, n we have ir(m) = IS1, y(n) = 0 and <w, <Bl. 0> k m E n & m E t,(n) (where 
<: K <,6, 0> -X. A is the transitive realization)]. 
This looks like a 2 in a# expression. But writing P(f, y, 8, a#) for the matrix 
following 3,83y we notice that P is [It in a#, while i, y can be restricted to be Al in 
8 and a# (this is because a copy of L(,161 + 0)x[a] "with" JII' I+ . can be constructed in 
a lt fashion from 8 and a#). Thus 
8 E Code(A) c> 8 E WO & 3, E- At(8, a#)3y E At(8, a)P(B, y, 8, a#), 
which shows that Code(A) E IIT(a#). 0 
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COROLLARY (4C-2). Assume Va(a# exists) and let A c M,. Then 
A E L c:- A is IIV in the codes 
A is El in the codes. 
COROLLARY (4C-3) (Proved also independently by Martin [7]). Assume Va(a# 
exists). Then U2 < 81- 
PROOF. Let e < u2. By a theorem of Solovay (see [7]), 
U = + 1 Sup{(U )La]: a EJ}. 
Thus find a such that 6 < (S X)L((rJ. In L[a] there exists a mapf: 8 - , from X1 
1-1 and onto {. Let 71 < 8 G>f(t) < f(8). Then < is a prewellordering of length 
ton 91 and c EL[a]. Thus 
Code(A) = {Qa, f) E W02: (jai, jal) E <} E IlI. 
But Code(A) is a IIl prewellordering of WO of length 6; therefore 6 < S1. D 
Martin [7] proved that Va(a# exists) - 812 < U2. Thus Va(a# exists) 81 = U2 
(Martin [7]). 
4D. Since (assuming Va(a# exists)) ul = 81 and u2 = 81, one is confronted 
again with a tempting conjecture, i.e., ua = 81 for all n > 1. That this is not the 
case is obvious to the believer in some strong form of definable determinacy, e.g., 
determinacy of all games in L(R) = the smallest model of ZF containing all 
ordinals and M?. This is equivalent to the assertion L(R) k AD. But from work of 
Moschovakis [8] and Kunen (unpublished) it is known that AD > all S1 are regular. 
On the other hand Solovay proved that 
Va(a# exists) => Cofinality(uz + 1) = Cofinality(u2),; 
for all f > 1; see [7]. These two facts (and of course AD = Va(a# exists)) force 
81 for n > 3 to be a fixed point of {UZ})Eord, in L(Q). But this is absolute from L(S) 
to the world. Thus 81 = use, n > 3. This is what we prove below, using only 
Va(a# exists). The proof is motivated by the following (unpublished) result of 
Solovay. 
THEOREM (4D-1) (SOLOVAY). Assume Va(a# exists). Then, for every t > 1 and 
every 77 < us + 1, we can find aformula ip, a real a and uniform indiscernibles uze < 
< upo < ue such that 77 = tLt~a(U,1,. .. uy). 
We are now ready to prove 
THEOREM (4D-2). Assume Va(a# exists). Then, for any n > 3, 81 = us- . 
PROOF. Let n > 3. If 61 = uSA, then u, < 81 < uz,+1, for some t < 81. We 
derive a contradiction by producing a map a: w x R2 _u_ +, onto uz +1, whose 
corresponding prewellordering <a is Al: 
Since f + 1 < 61 let r: RP * + 1 be a Al-norm on R of length e + 1 and 
put for simplicity r(fl) = P1. By (4D- 1) every ordinal iq < uz + 1 has the form 
77 = tLta](u~ilI IBr 
for some p and some a, A. Here -r = r(ri'), with red = G6del number of p and 
r: w -c co recursive. We assume also for convenience that every integer is of the 
form rTp1. If F(c, v1) F(vl) is a function definable in ZFL(c), which maps the 
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universe onto the ordinals keeping them fixed and sending everything else to 0 we 
have also 77 = F (tLEta(U,(,6)..., ul(86>)), and the expression on the right always 
gives an ordinal. This suggests defining 
c~r, -C O = FL[aJ(tLt]I(UI(8)1j, .*.), Uj()7j)). 
That a maps co x 2 onto uz+1 is obvious by the preceding remarks. That <a E An 
follows from the computation below: 
a(rXpl, a(, Y) a(rX', 8) F al[(t[aJ (ul(O)j, ... .)) < pLY(tLt](6 )),, 
Lot, y] k 0(u I (,6)l, * ,ul(lI 
(for a b obtained explicitly from ap, X) 
- <K, y>#(g(r'P", Y P, 8)) = 0, 
where g: a)2 x -R . cv is A^ and <a, y> = (a(0), y(O), a(l), y(l), ...). Roughly 
speaking g specifies the interweaving of I(f)l l,..., I(8)1 I,... and this can be done 
in a Al fashion. E 
REMARK. From (4D-2) and Martin's result that &1 < U2 it is clear that one 
can prove 62 < 63 using only Va(a# exists). This is also implicit in [7]. 
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